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Novel gustatory interfaces o�er the potential to use the sense of taste as a

feedback modality during the interaction. They are being explored in a wide

range of implementations, from chemical to electrical and thermal stimulation

of taste. However, the fundamental aspect of gustatory interaction that has yet

to be explored is the Sense of Agency (SoA). It is the subjective experience

of voluntary control over actions in the external world. This work investigates

the SoA in gustatory systems using the intentional binding paradigm to quantify

how di�erent taste outcome modalities influence users’ SoA. We first investigate

such gustatory systems using the intentional binding paradigm to quantify how

di�erent tastes influence users’ SoA (Experiment 1). The gustatory stimuli were

sweet (sucrose 75.31 mg/ml), bitter (ca�eine powder 0.97 mg/ml), and neutral

(mineral water) as the outcomes of specific keyboard presses.We then investigated

how SoA was altered depending on users’ sweet liking phenotype, given that

sweet is one of the taste outcomes (Experiment 2), and in contrast with audio

as a traditional outcome. In Experiment 2, stronger taste concentrations (sweet-

sucrose 342.30 g/L, bitter-quinine 0.1 g/L, and neutral) were used, with only

participants being moderate sweet likers. We further contrasted tastes with audio

as the traditional outcome. Our findings show that all three taste outcomes exhibit

similar intentional binding compared to auditory in medium sweet likers. We also

show that longer action-outcome duration improved the SoA. We finally discuss

our findings and identify design opportunities considering SoA for gustatory

interfaces and multisensory interaction.
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sense of agency (SoA), gustatory interfaces, human taste interaction, sweet liking
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1. Introduction

Our ability to taste begins with the human tongue, which has an average of 5,000

and 10,000 taste buds (Schacter et al., 2011). When a taste compound (i.e., sucrose, citric

acid, or MSG) touches our tongue, those taste buds are activated and send signals to the

central nervous system, which interprets those signals as tastes. Generally, experts in taste

perception agree on five basic tastes (Trivedi, 2012): sweet, sour, salty, bitter, and umami,

with discussions about new taste qualities [e.g., starch (Lapis et al., 2016), fat (Liu et al., 2011),

and spicy (Simon and de Araujo, 2005)] are emerging. Of those five basic tastes, sour is used

to detect acid elements to gauge fruit palatability. In contrast, the bitter taste is a potential

indicator of poisonous food (Hupfeld and Rodden, 2012). The salty taste serves the essential
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function of sensing ions, required minerals, and water homeostasis,

which is necessary for bodily functions (Purves et al., 2008). Sweet

and umami promote the consumption of nutritive food (sweet

provides an extra energy source, and umami detects essential amino

acids needed for protein synthesis). All those basic tastes can be

perceived anywhere on the tongue. However, the human tongue is

more sensitive around its edges (the tip and two sides), with the

back mainly sensitive to bitterness to avoid swallowing poisonous

substances (Informedhealth.org., 2006).

In HCI, taste defines a final frontier in interaction design

because it is the only sense that requires active acceptance of

stimulation by the user. While vision, hearing, touch, and smell

can all be stimulated externally, taste can only be stimulated by

activating the taste receptors located on the human tongue (Zhao

et al., 2003). Motivating users to put things in their mouths, as we

were accustomed to doing as babies, is challenging unless there is a

real value added to the user’s experience. Therefore, the potential

value of taste experiences in HCI remains largely unexplored.

Nonetheless, progress has been made toward designing gustatory

interfaces and comprehending taste experiences for the purpose of

designing interactive systems (Obrist et al., 2014a).

Gustatory interface design and understanding user’s tasting

experience is an emerging field in HCI, especially in the

context of augmenting gaming and virtual reality experiences,

food interaction design, enabling the creation of new eating

experiences (Cornelio et al., 2022a). Recently, we have seen

various investigations linked to the study of food in everyday

life (Comber et al., 2012; Deng et al., 2021), investigating the

ecologies of domestic food consumption (Hupfeld and Rodden,

2012), product and package design (Velasco et al., 2016), but also

with respect to the exploration of novel interaction concepts [e.g.,

shape-changing food (Wang et al., 2017), edible screen/interface

(Gayler, 2017)]. Recently, Wilberz et al. (2020) developed an

automatic food dispenser interface, a robot arm attached to a

head-mounted display, providing localized, multi-directional and

movable haptic cues to the user’s face. Another taste delivery system

is TastyFloats (Vi et al., 2017b) which uses acoustic levitation to

deliver food morsels to the users’ tongues. This work was extended

to synchronized integration of levitated food with visual, olfactory,

auditory, and tactile stimuli (Vi et al., 2020), enabling systematic

investigations of multisensory signals around levitated food and

eating experiences.

These introductions of gustatory interfaces show the potential

of how the sense of taste can be used as an input modality in

the field of HCI, comparison or addition to the traditional input

modalities such as already well-used visual or auditory senses and

the increasingly investigated sense of touch and smell. However,

a question that remained unanswered with the sense of taste is if

it can let users have a similar, or even better, feeling of control in

interacting with the system, in comparison to the traditional senses

(e.g., using audio as the system feedback). This work aims to answer

this question through the sense of agency (SoA).

SoA refers to the subjective experience of voluntary control

over actions in the external world. It is a critical aspect in human

computer interaction as it allows users to say: “I am, who is

doing this” (Coyle et al., 2012). A system without or with a

low SoA will discourage users from operating it, preventing the

widespread use of the system. An example of this is in Limerick

et al. (2015), where they showed that a low SoA in voice command

systems contributed to the low uptake of speech interfaces for

interactive applications despite the availability of high-accuracy

voice recognition techniques (e.g., 97.3% recognition rate). In

another example, Coyle et al. (2012) showed that on-body

interaction can elicit a greater sense of agency than keyboard

interaction, consequently creating a wide opportunity for on-

body interaction systems. We need a similar understanding of the

sense of taste for gustatory interfaces to enable wider uptake of

such systems.

It is generally agreed that humans have five basic tastes: sweet,

bitter, sour, salty, and umami [with other potential new tastes of

starch (Sclafani, 2004), fat (Besnard et al., 2015), metallic (Lawless

et al., 2005)]. Previous works have focused on the characteristics

of these basic tastes, such as their neural correlates and pathways

(Matsumoto, 2013), taste perception characteristics (Crisinel and

Spence, 2010), as well as their perceived spatial and temporal

properties (Obrist et al., 2014a). Sweet and bitter tastes are the two

most salient sensory percepts for humans. Due to their perceived

pleasantness, sweet and bitter are often referred to as the taste of

reward (sweet) and punishment (bitter) (Vi et al., 2018).

Recent works have shown a link between taste (i.e., sweet

or bitter) and human cognitive functions, emotions, or moral

judgments. For example, people often use taste words (i.e., in

English, Chinese, and Vietnamese) to describe their emotions

(sweet is positive, and bitter/sour is negative) (Zhou and Tse,

2020). In another example, physical disgust (induced via a bitter

taste) elicited feelings of moral disgust (Eskine et al., 2011). Meier

et al. (2012) showed that individual differences in the preference

for sweet foods predicted personalities, intentions, and behaviors.

Hellmann et al. (2013) showed that priming participants with

a sweet taste (versus bitter taste) in their mouths led to more

lenient judgement toward people who take revenge on others. Such

examples emphasize the importance of a user’s taste preference in

taste-based and multisensory interactions.

Earlier research has demonstrated the connection between

cognitive factors and the judgment of agency. For example, David

et al. (2008) presented a comprehensive understanding of the

sense of agency (SoA) in relation to other cognitive processes

and underlying mechanisms. Osumi et al. (2019) more recently

explored the time window of agency judgment and delay detection

in an agency attribution task. Their results suggest that cognitive

factors besides multisensory information comparison are involved

in the judgment of agency. Additionally, research has shown that

the emotional valence of an action outcome affects explicit and

implicit SoA. Positive action outcomes are linked to an increased

sense of agency in most studies (Barlas and Obhi, 2014; Gentsch

et al., 2015; Hoemann et al., 2019), which has been interpreted

as part of a self-serving bias in human cognition (Gentsch and

Synofzik, 2014; Haggard, 2017). Conversely, having control over

one’s actions or feeling a degree of choice can result in a more

positive or less negative affect.

As there is a clear link between taste and human emotion, it

can be hypothesized that these individual differences in liking sweet

tastes may impact different cognitive processes related to tastes,

such as SoA.
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Sweet phenotypes: Previous work has shown that people can be

classified into different phenotypes depending on their individual

difference in responses to basic tastes. For example, people with

different sensitivity to bitters can be categorized into super-tasters

(high sensitivity), medium tasters (medium sensitivity), and non-

tasters (low sensitivity). Similarly, depending on their liking for

sweet taste, a user can belong to one of three sweet-liker phenotypes

(Iatridi et al., 2019; Armitage et al., 2021):

• Extreme sweet likers (liking increases with sweetness)—

approximately 25%−30% of the population.

• Moderate sweet likers (like moderate but not intense

sweetness)—approximately 50% of the population.

• Sweet dislikers (liking decreases with sweetness)—

approximately 20%−25% of the population.

We conducted two user studies to understand users’ SoA

when interacting with gustatory interfaces. Our studies use the

intentional binding paradigm, which provides an implicit and

quantitative measure of the SoA. In the first experiment, we aim

to quantify how different tastes (sweet: sucrose 75.31 mg/ml, bitter:

caffeine powder 0.97 mg/ml, and water) influence users’ SoA. In the

second experiment, we contrasted SoA between audio- and taste-

feedback of strong concentrations (sweet-sucrose 342.3 mg/ml,

bitter-quinine 0.1 mg/ml, and mineral water) in moderate sweet

likers, the largest group of the three sweet-liker phenotypes in

the population.

The contributions of this manuscript are:

• We investigate agency effects for taste-based interaction for

the first time.

• We demonstrate the importance of the user’s taste profile in

applications with taste outcomes.

• We discuss our findings and identify design

opportunities considering agency in taste-based and

multisensory interaction.

2. Related works

2.1. Taste as an interaction modality

Although our everyday activities involve five basic senses,

our interaction with technology has mainly focused on auditory,

vision, and haptic as the primary interaction modalities. However,

recent research has demonstrated an uptake toward multisensory

experiences in HCI with more opportunities for smell (Obrist et al.,

2014b, 2017) and taste (Altarriba Bertran et al., 2019; Khot and

Mueller, 2019) in user interfaces. Among those two, taste is often

referred to as a final frontier in interaction design as it is the

only sense that requires the user to accept the stimulation actively.

Vision, hearing, touch, and smell can all be stimulated outside

the human body, but taste requires the stimulation of the human

tongue, where all taste receptors are located (Chandrashekar et al.,

2006). Therefore, motivating users to put things in their mouths, as

we were used to as babies, is not easy unless a real added value to

the users’ experience is provided.

Consequently, the value of taste experiences for human-

computer interaction is still an under-explored field, yet initial

steps toward understanding taste experiences for designing

interactive systems have been made (Obrist et al., 2014a). There

has been a growing interest in exploiting the sense of taste

for novel gustatory systems (Maynes-Aminzade, 2005; Narumi

et al., 2010; Murer et al., 2013; Khot et al., 2017; Vi et al.,

2017a,b, 2018, 2020; Arnold et al., 2018). Khot et al. (2017), for

instance, designed EdiPulse, which presents a 3D-printed chocolate

message mapped to the user’s heart rate. BeanCouter (Maynes-

Aminzade, 2005) delivers jelly beans to users with different

(e.g., cherry, strawberry, and lemon), with potential memory

profiling and network monitoring applications. Meta Cookies

(Narumi et al., 2010) delivers a simulated cookie taste in VR

based on the olfactory scent. LOLLio (Murer et al., 2013) is a

taste-based game controller that uses taste qualities as a human

decision-making system (e.g., sweet as a reward and sour as

punishment). Notably, Vi et al. (2017b) presented TastyFloats,

which uses ultrasonic waves to levitate food morsels (small pieces

of solid food) or droplets (liquid drops) in mid-air and deliver

them to the user’s tongue. The authors continued to develop

LeviSense, the first integrated platform to investigate multisensory

experiences with levitating food (Vi et al., 2020). The system

supports a synchronized integration of levitated food with visual,

olfactory, auditory, and tactile stimuli to create an immersive

tasting experience.

The above examples show an increasing development of

gustatory interfaces and their cover in many HCI areas such as VR,

gaming, communication, and human-food interaction. However,

an important question is the role of taste, as the output of a

gustatory interface, on the sense of being in control (or SoA)

remains unexplored.

2.2. The sense of agency

The SoA refers to the experience of being the source of one’s

own voluntary actions (Roessler and Eilan, 2003), influencing the

world around us (Beck et al., 2017). Georgieff and Jeannerod

(1998) defined this phenomenon as a “who” system that helps

us identify the agent of an action and thus differentiates the

self from external agents. The SoA also reflects the experience

that links intentions to their external outcomes. When a person

intends to create a specific outcome, the body moves under the

control of the brain’s voluntary motor system, and the anticipated

outcome is created in the surrounding environment (Chambon

et al., 2014). The match between an action’s intended and actual

result produces a feeling of controlling the environment (Synofzik

et al., 2013). The brain mechanisms that produce this experience

are efficient and familiar, so our SoA is experienced naturally

and like a continuous mental background during everyday motor

movements. To experience an SoA, three conditions need to

occur, (1) one intends to produce an outcome through one’s own

action, (2) one voluntarily commands the corresponding body

movement, and (3) the intended outcome occurs (see Figure 1A).

This action-effect causality is particularly crucial in our interactions

with technology.
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FIGURE 1

(A) Elements that compose the SoA—the feeling of “I did it,” An intention to produce an outcome followed by the body moving to perform the action

that produces such an outcome; (B) The intentional binding e�ect. People underestimate the time interval between a voluntary action and its

resulting outcome.

2.3. The sense of agency in HCI

The SoA is not only a crucial part of our experiences in

daily life but also in our interaction with technologies that figure

in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). That is, the SoA gives

the user the feeling of “I did that” as opposed to “the system

did that,” thus supporting a feeling of being in control. HCI is

defined as a stimulus-response interplay between humans and

technology (Farooq and Grudin, 2016). In this interplay, actions

are represented by user input commands, and outcomes are

represented by system feedback. Input modalities thus translate the

user’s intentions into state changes within the system, while system

feedback informs the user about the system’s current state. Here,

it is crucial that the SoA is not disrupted to support a feeling of

being in control. For instance, when we manipulate a user interface

(e.g., on a computer or smartphone), we expect the system to

respond to our input commands as we want to feel we are in

charge of the interaction. If this stimulus-response interplay elicits

an SoA, the user will feel “I am controlling this.” A clear example

of the SoA being disrupted is when there is a mismatch between

what the system is expected to do and the actual sensory feedback

from the system. This disruption causes a sudden interruption

in the feeling of control, which can negatively affect acceptability

(Berberian, 2019) and usability (Winkler et al., 2020). In another

example, Haselager (2013) argues that adding intelligent devices to

Brain-Computer Interfacing may make users feel insecure about

whether the resulting behavior is genuinely their own, consequently

affecting the user’s SoA. Recently, Zanatto et al. (2023) examined

theWhat-Whether-When model of intentional action and its effect

on SoA. Their results show that when participants were told what

action to perform and whether to act decreased SoA, whereas

leaving them free to decide what action to take and whether to

perform it did not compromise SoA. If a system does not support

an SoA, the user might feel discouraged from using it (Limerick

et al., 2015) and lose self-attribution to their actions’ outcomes. For

this reason, SoA is gaining increasing attention in the field of HCI,

and researchers and practitioners are using agency measures as a

way to evaluate the user’s feeling of control in different interaction

techniques. One particularly relevant measure is the intentional

binding paradigm.

2.4. Intentional binding paradigm and
interval estimation task

There are two ways to measure the SoA: explicit or implicit.

Explicit judgments of the SoA are obtained by simply asking

subjects whether they were the agent of a certain action or not.

Implicitly measures such as the intentional binding paradigm

(Haggard et al., 2002) depend on a relationship between agency

experience and time perception (illustrated in Figure 1B). In

this paradigm, the level of agency can be assessed as perceived

differences in time between voluntary actions and their resultant

outcomes. Subjects are asked to report their time perception of

events using either the Libet clock method (Libet et al., 1983) or

the interval estimation method (Ebert and Wegner, 2010). SoA

is conceptualized as a strong link between the action and its

outcome across time. It is therefore measured as compression in

the perceived time interval between action and outcome. Both

implicit and explicit measures of SoA have been adopted in HCI

aiming to evaluate the degree of control in novel interactions

techniques, such as gestural interaction (Cornelio et al., 2017),

on-skin input (Bergstrom-Lehtovirta et al., 2018) and automated

actions (Kasahara et al., 2019). These studies suggest agency

measures as promising evaluations of the feeling of control in HCI.

Indeed, it has been suggested that on-skin input produces a higher

SoA than traditional button-press (Coyle et al., 2012) and touchpad

(Bergstrom-Lehtovirta et al., 2018) inputs.

Interval Estimation Task: To evaluate intentional binding, we

measured subjects’ time perception using the interval estimation

method (Ebert and Wegner, 2010). Since this method does

not allow distinguishing between action and outcome binding,

we obtained a single measure from subjects’ reports about

their perceived time interval between action and outcome

in milliseconds.
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In the interval estimation method, participants were asked to

press a button from a keyboard. Pressing the button produced

a type of outcome (a beep or a taste in their mouth) after a

time delay randomly varied (see Figure 2). Then, participants were

asked to estimate the interval (in milliseconds) between pressing

the button (action) and the outcome. Crucially, during a training

stage where participants were allowed to practice their interval

estimation with feedback of the actual intervals, they were told

that there were 19 possible delays between action and outcome

ranging from 50 to 900ms in intervals of 50ms (e.g., 50ms, 100ms,

150ms, 200ms, etc.). However, during the actual experiment, we

presented only three fixed intervals (100ms, 400ms, and 700ms) in

a counterbalanced order as in Ebert and Wegner (2010) and Coyle

et al. (2012). The errors are calculated by the difference between

actual and reported times in milliseconds. The mean error is thus

associated with Intentional Binding.

FIGURE 2

Goal-directed task as an example of measuring SoA using the

Interval Estimation Task. Subjects moved a mouse cursor from a

start area to click a target (that varies in distance and size), producing

a beep after three fixed intervals (100ms, 400ms, and 700 ms).

3. Building a taste delivery device:
TasteBud

To deliver taste to the participant’s mouth, we built a gustatory

interface based on the TasteBud design (Vi et al., 2018). The

device is designed as an interactive and flexible interaction

in gameplay using taste stimuli. The device has six peristaltic

pumps controlling six bottles of aqueous stimuli (i.e., five basic

tastes and one water for control; see Figure 3C). Each taste is

pumped from the taste solution bottle through a Teflon tube

to the participant’s mouth. Multiple tastes can be delivered

independently to the participant’s mouth using a 3D-printed

mouthpiece (see Figure 3B) mounted on a stand in front of the

participant (see Figure 3D). The flow rate of each peristatic pump

can be customized by controlling the pump head’s rotation per

minute (RPM), allowing control of the amount of taste delivered

to the user’s mouth. Each pump inside the TasteBuds device

allows three levels of control with the command format as in

Figure 3A:

• Push/pull direction of delivery.

• Flow rate (ml/s).

• Delivery duration (in s).

We performed three technical tests to ensure the device

was competent for this study, measuring the SoA with high

timing precision.

• Test 1: Measure flow outcome based on the applied voltage to

a peristaltic pump.

FIGURE 3

(A) Command message format of TasteBud; (B) Two 3D-printed mouthpieces, each can mount six taste outcomes; (C) a TasteBud device with six

bottles of solutions; and (D) An interface stand mounting a taste outcome mouthpiece.
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• Test 2: Measure the differences in flow outcome between

six pumps.

• Test 3: Measure the duration between the moment of

command is executed on the PC and the moment a taste

outcome is delivered to the user’s tongue.

3.1. TEST 1: Measure flow outcome based
on the applied voltage to a peristaltic pump

We tested the flow outcome of a pump depending on the

applied voltage to determine the linear relationship between them.

We used eight different voltage levels for the pump and measured

the flow outcome for 1 s with a high-precision scale (Precisa
R©

1600c Precision Balance, ±0.001 g accuracy). We first measured

the weight of 1ml test solution (0.97 g), which was then used as a

reference to calculate the volume of the test outcome. Eight voltage

levels were used (8–15V with 1V increment), and each level was

applied and measured 10 times. Figure 4 illustrates the volume

and consistency of the pump’s outcome for 1 s with different

applied voltages.

FIGURE 4

Pump’s outcome volume (in milliliters) by applied voltage (in Volt;

bars represent standard deviation SE).

3.2. TEST 2: Measure the di�erences in flow
outcome between six pumps

With the relationship between the pump’s outcome volume and

the applied voltage established, we tested the difference in outcome

volume between the six pumps of the TastyFloats device. Each

pump had 14V input, turned on for a 1-s duration, and had its

outcome volume measured. This process was repeated 10 times

for each pump. Figure 5A illustrates the average outcome volume

of each pump. Repeated measures ANOVA found significant

differences between the pumps’ outcomes (p< 0.001). Post-hoc tests

with Bonferroni correction found no significant difference between

pumps (1 vs. 2), (3 vs. 5), (3 vs. 6), (4 vs. 5), and (5 vs. 6) and

significant differences in other pairs.

Based on these measurements, we calibrated each pump to have

the same outcome of 5ml by adjusting their intensity using the

appropriate message format (as in Figure 3A). Repeated measures

ANOVAwas performed on the pumps’ outcome volume for 1 s after

this calibration and found no significant difference between the

pumps (p = 0.529). Figure 5 details the average outcome volume

of each pump before- and after- the calibration was applied.

3.3. TEST 3: Measure the delay between the
moment a command is sent to the
TasteBud device and the moment a taste
outcome is delivered to the user’s tongue

Imagine a simple scenario where a user clicks a button on the

screen to activate a pump (i.e., push the liquid out of pump 1—

moment ONE) to deliver the taste solution to the user’s mouth

(moment TWO). We hypothesize that there is a delay of the device

defined as the difference between the two moments:

Device DELAY
(

milliseconds
)

= moment TWO − moment ONE

To measure this delay, we set up a simple task where a user

clicked on a button (mouse up event) to send a string message to

FIGURE 5

Pump’s outcome volume (ml) for 1-second duration before- (A) and after-calibration (B) (vertical bars represent standard error of mean ± SE).
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the serial port to release the aqueous outcome out of the connected

tube. The tube was primed with the aqueous outcome up to the

release point. When the button on the screen was clicked with a

mouse, its background changed (i.e., alternating between GREEN

and RED). A high-speed camera (Sony RX10 II, set at 1,000 frames

per second) was placed at a place that can capture both the button

and the tube outcome in its frame to record the delay between the

two moments, as in Device DELAY (milliseconds) = moment TWO

– moment ONE. Each pump was measured 10 times.

These values (Figure 6) must be considered to calculate the

precise delivery moment of tastes on the tongue after a command

is executed on the control software (i.e., execute the command

12.67ms in advance for pump 1). In our experiments, the used

pumps were all calibrated to have the same outcome of 5 ml/s and

have the device delays applied.

4. Experiment 1

4.1. Study design

This experiment investigates if the two most salient taste

percepts (sweet and bitter) elicit SoA, measured using the interval

estimation task (Haggard et al., 2002). We conducted a within-

subject experiment comparing SoA in three taste feedback: Sweet

(sucrose 220mM or 75.3 g/L, table sugar), Bitter (caffeine powder

5mM or 0.97 g/L, obtained from Sigma-Aldrich), and water

(control condition). The concentration of the used taste stimuli

is based on previous works using basic tastes in HCI (Vi et al.,

2017b, 2018; Vi and Obrist, 2018) as well as other fields (Schoenfeld

et al., 2004; Green et al., 2015; Hoogeveen et al., 2015). Participants

performed three blocks of the interval estimation task, each with

one taste outcome (sweet or bitter), in a counterbalanced order

using a Latin square to avoid any order bias (Wakeling andMacFie,

1995).

4.2. Participants

Fifty-three participants (all females, 18–28 years old, mean age

= 20.36, SD = 1.65), who were students at the local institution,

FIGURE 6

Device delay (in milliseconds) for each pump between the message

sent moment and taste delivered moment. Vertical bars represent

the standard error of the mean.

FIGURE 7

Experiment apparatus setup showing a participant performing the

Interval Estimation task.

volunteered to take part in this study. As the experiment used

tastes as system feedback, participants were recruited based on the

following criteria: not having any food allergies, not diabetic, not

being pregnant, being a non-smoker, not on a weight loss diet or

having an eating disorder and prescription medication free (not

including contraception). In addition, participants were instructed

when they signed up for the study to not eat or drink (apart from

water) at least 2 h before attending the study to avoid any bias of

strong flavors on the taste perception (Obrist et al., 2014a). The

experiment lasted about 45min and was approved by the local

ethics committee. Participants were compensated with three credits

for undergraduate students.

4.3. Procedure

Upon arrival, participants read the information sheet and

signed the consent form before participating. Next, they were seated

at a desk in front of an LCDmonitor (set at 1,920× 1,200 resolution

and a 60-Hz refresh rate), which was connected to a Dell Precision

T1600 computer with a 3.3Hz Intel Xeon processor. Between

participants and the screen was a TasteBud stand with amouthpiece

mounted conveniently for participants to hold in their mouths

(see Figure 7). Participants then completed a disguised mood and

appetite questionnaire to record their hunger level and a Three-

Factor Eating Questionnaire (for a different study). Participants

were then instructed to use a pair of noise-blocking headphones

(3M PELTOR Optime III Earmuffs) to block surrounding noises

and noises from the TasteBud’s pumps.

In each trial of the main task, participants were instructed to

place the index finger of their dominant hand on the keyboard

spacebar (labeled as the ACTION key). Next, the index finger of

their non-dominant hand was placed on one of the two control

keys (labeled as the NEXT key to proceed between experimental

instructions/ messages). After this, they were told to hold the

mouthpiece connected to the taste device (see Figure 7) in their

mouth and have their lips tightly sealed around the mouthpiece’s

tip. Doing this would make sure the taste outcome is delivered
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FIGURE 8

Experiment design: each participant completed one practice block (20 trials) of taste (neutral) and (experiment 2 only) audio outcome where they

were informed of the actual delay between action (spacebar key press) and outcome (taste delivered to the mouth). They then completed three

blocks of 18 trials each of taste outcomes (experiment 1) or four blocks of three taste and audio outcomes (experiment 2). Order of the outcomes

was counterbalanced between participants.

to the participant’s mouth and onto their tongue. Participants

were also asked to put on soundproof headphones to block any

surrounding noise (i.e., made by the device when a taste is being

delivered). Participants were then told that in each trial, they would

make an action (pressing the keyboard spacebar) randomly at

any point after a countdown of 5 s. Once the action had been

made, a taste would be delivered onto their tongue after a short

delay. There were 19 possible delays between action (keypress) and

outcome (taste on the tongue), ranging from 50 to 950ms. Finally,

participants were asked to use a computer mouse to select their

estimated delay of the current trial (as illustrated in Figure 8).

Participants started with a practice block of 20 trials, and

the taste outcome delivered to the participant’s mouth was water.

The actual delays were displayed on the screen after a selection

was made. Participants then performed three blocks (18 trials

each) of sweet, bitter, and neutral. Here, participants did not

receive the correct estimation on the screen after making their

estimation. Participants were also provided with a spit cup and

asked to rinse with water and spit after each time they received a

taste in their mouth. During the three blocks of taste outcomes,

there were only three fixed intervals of delay (100ms, 400ms,

and 700ms counterbalanced between trials). Participants, however,

were not made aware of this and were still presented with all 19

possible delays (see Figure 8). The experiment was coded using

Microsoft Visual C# and a high-precision. NET Multimedia Timer

for accurate timing (±0.1ms on the experiment machine).

In each trial, a taste outcome (sweet, bitter, and neutral) was

delivered for 200ms using three different channels (channels 1,

2, and 3 of the TasteBud device) on the participant’s tongue. All

channels were calibrated to have the same outcome of 5 ml/s and

had the delivery delay accounted for. We measured the amount

of taste delivered in each trial per channel to ensure that an

equal amount of liquid was delivered across the taste outcomes.

Each channel was measured 10 times; the results are presented

in Figure 9A. Repeated measures ANOVA found no significant

difference between pumps [F(2,18) = 0.24, p = 0.79]. In total, each

participant ingested an average of 20.06ml of the sweet solution

(1,506.12mg sucrose), 20.22ml of the bitter solution (19.42mg

caffeine), and 20.02ml mineral water.

4.4. Results

4.4.1. Correlations between estimated and actual
intervals

To determine an adequate number of participants for this

experiment design, we performed a priori statistical power analysis

for sample size estimation in G∗Power (Faul et al., 2007). Using

a repeated measures ANOVA with three taste conditions, 18

repetitions per condition, a power of 0.95, an alpha level of 0.05,

and a large effect size (f = 0.25) (Faul et al., 2007; Lakens, 2013), the

required sample size is ∼15 participants. Thus, our number of 53

participants was adequate for the primary goal of this study. Partial

eta squared (η2) is reported as a measure of effect size, according to

(Wassertheil and Cohen, 1970), with a value of 0.01 as a small effect,

0.06 as a medium effect, and 0.14 or greater as a large effect size.

Of the 53 participants, two were removed from the analysis. In

one case, the participant chose to withdraw, and the other case was

removed due to human error. Of the remaining 51 participants,

Pearson correlation test shows a significant positive correlation

between the actual- and estimated-intervals (r = 0.487; p < 0.001).
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FIGURE 9

(A) Amount of taste (in ml) delivered to participant’s mouth per trial (200ms duration). (B) The mean interval estimation errors in milliseconds for each

of the three taste outcomes. Vertical bars represent the standard error of means SE.

TABLE 1 The mean interval estimation errors in milliseconds for each of

the three taste outcomes.

Taste outcome Sweet Bitter Neutral

Mean interval estimation

error (± SE)

14.95 (± 7.51) 13.77 (± 7.30) 9.99 (± 7.20)

Lower estimation errors indicate a greater SoA. Standard error of the means in brackets.

This result demonstrates that participants exhibited a high degree

of accuracy in estimating intervals on the practice trials. For four

participants, these correlations were negative, suggesting unusual

difficulty with the interval estimation task, and those individuals

were excluded from subsequent analyses.

4.4.2. Binding and authorship
The interval estimation error of each trial was calculated by

subtracting the actual interval from the participant’s estimated

interval for that trial. Figure 9B and Table 1 show the mean

estimation errors for each taste outcome across 846 trials (47

participants × 3 tastes × 18 trials per taste). Lower estimation

errors indicate a higher SoA, and negative estimation errors

indicate intentional binding, hence an SoA. Repeated measures

ANOVA was performed on the estimation errors of participants

across the three taste outcomes (sweet, bitter, and neutral),

following Coyle et al.’s work (Coyle et al., 2012). Mauchly’s Test of

Sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had not been

violated [χ2
(2)

= 3.73, p = 0.16]. With the sphericity assumed, we

found no significant difference between the taste outcomes F(2, 844)
= 0.19, p= 0.83.

Looking into more detail of each delay, a Tastes x Delays

repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on participants’ mean

interval estimates, as in Ebert and Wegner (2010). Mauchly’s Test

of Sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had not

been violated for Tastes [χ2
(2)

= 0.63, p = 0.73]. However, this test

showed that the assumption of sphericity had been violated for

FIGURE 10

Mean interval estimates. Bars show the standard error of means

across participants.

Delays [χ2
(2)

= 34.31, p < 0.001] and Tastes ∗ Delays interaction

[χ2
(9)

= 50.59, p < 0.001] and therefore, Greenhouse-Geisser

correction was used. There was no significant effect within the

Tastes group [F(2,562) = 0.152, p = 0.86]. However, confirming

that participants’ estimates of delays were generally accurate, the

main effect of the delay was highly significant [F(2,503.89) = 771.46,

p < 0.001], with longer estimates (M = 229.14ms) at 100ms,

intermediate estimates (M = 391.84ms) at 400ms, and shorter

estimates (M = 617.73ms) at 700ms (see Figure 10). Post-hoc tests

with Bonferroni correction found significant differences between

any two of the three delays (p < 0.001). The Tastes ∗ Delays

interaction was not significant [F(3.67,1031) = 2.36, p= 0.057].

4.5. Discussion

The results show that none of the three taste outcomes

produced intentional binding, hence an SoA. This result was the

average across all three delays (100, 400, and 700ms). However, we

also found that only the most prolonged delay (700ms) enhanced
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intentional binding (see Figure 10). Previous studies have reported

contradictory findings about this relationship. For example, it has

been shown that longer action–effect delays have been associated

with reduced SoA (Blakemore et al., 1999; Elijah et al., 2016),

whereas a recent study from Evangelou et al. (2021) showed that

haptic feedback increased the implicit sense of agency for the

most extended action-outcome interval length. Our findings are

consistent with the latter argument, perhaps because our study is

the first to use taste as an outcome measure, which is considered

the most intrusive of the five senses.

This study examined SoA with three different taste outcomes.

However, this experiment did not consider users’ sweet liking

phenotype, which could impact SoA for sweetness. Users can be

characterized into three phenotypes: extreme sweet likers (liking

increases with sweetness), moderate sweet likers (like moderate but

not intense sweetness), and sweet dislikers (liking decreases with

sweetness) (Iatridi et al., 2019). Therefore, we designed another

experiment, contrasting SoA between audio (1,000Hz) and taste

outcomes (sweet, bitter, and neutral) in only moderate sweet likers.

5. Experiment 2

5.1. Study design

Experiment 2 had three alterations compared to Experiment 1:

1. Users were pre-screened for their sweet-liking status, following

the procedure of Iatridi et al. (2019). Those who consented to

be contacted for further studies had their sweet liking status

stored in a database. Only medium-sweet likers (∼50% of the

population) were invited to participate in Experiment 2.

2. We used higher sweet and bitter concentrations compared

to Experiment 1:

• Sweet: Sucrose 342.30 g/L (the same concentration as in the

sweet screening test).

• Bitter: Quinine 0.1 g/L (equivalent in intensity to the

concentration of Sweet). We decided to use quinine

over caffeine powder since caffeine is a psychostimulant.

Increasing the concentration raises the potential for

caffeine to be absorbed, and results then are confounded by

potential pharmacological effects. In contrast, quinine

is a purely bitter substance without any potential

psychopharmacological confound.

3. We added the Audio outcome (a 1,000Hz tone) as a control

condition to compare with the three taste outcomes.

5.2. Participants

Twenty-one participants (15 females, six males, 19–32 years

old, mean age = 22.00, SD = 3.52), who were students at the

local institution, volunteered to participate in this study. Similar to

Experiment 1, participants were recruited based on the following

criteria: not having any food allergies, not being diabetic, not

being pregnant, being a non-smoker, not on a weight loss diet, or

having an eating disorder and prescription medication free (not

including contraception). In addition, participants were instructed

not to eat or drink (apart from water) for at least 2 h before

attending the study to avoid any bias of strong flavors on the

taste perception (Obrist et al., 2014a). The experiment lasted

about 1 hour and was approved by the local ethics committee.

Participants were compensated with either GBP 10 or 4 credits for

undergraduate students.

5.3. Procedure

The experiment was set up similarly to Experiment 1. However,

for the added Audio condition, the audio outcome was 1,000Hz

frequency, 80 dB volume, and played on a speaker (XT1 audio

system, Altec Lansing Technologies—see Figure 7) for the same

brief duration as a taste outcome (200 ms).

Participants started with two practice blocks (20 trials each)

in a counterbalanced order between participants: one with audio

and one with taste (neutral) outcome, where the actual delays

were displayed to them on screen after a selection was made.

Participants then performed four blocks (18 trials each) of audio,

sweet, bitter, and neutral, in a counterbalanced order between

participants. At the beginning of each of the three taste-outcome

blocks, participants had 10ml of the taste outcome delivered to

their mouth. They were instructed to swirl the taste around their

mouth for at least 10 s before swallowing it. They then provided

their ratings of liking (on a 100-point horizontal Visual Analog

Scale—VAS), intensity [on a vertical general Labeled Magnitude

Scale—gLMS (Green et al., 1996)], and four basic taste qualities

(sweet, bitter, sour, salty—in random order-−100-point VAS).

They then proceeded to the task as in Experiment 1. Participants

received instructions on the screen to put on the noise-blocking

headphones if that block had a taste outcome (including the

practice block). They were instructed to do otherwise in the block

of the audio outcome.

5.4. Results

5.4.1. Taste stimuli ratings
To determine an adequate number of participants for this

experiment design, we performed a priori statistical power analysis

for sample size estimation in G∗Power (Faul et al., 2007). Using a

repeated measures ANOVA with four conditions (one audio and

three tastes), 18 repetitions per condition, a power of 0.95, an alpha

level of 0.05, and a large effect size (f = 0.25) (Faul et al., 2007;

Lakens, 2013), the required sample size is 16 participants. Thus,

our number of 21 participants was adequate for the main goal of

this study. Partial eta squared (η2) is reported as a measure of effect

size, according to Wassertheil and Cohen (1970), with a value of

0.01 as a small effect, 0.06 a medium effect, and 0.14 or greater as a

large effect size.

We first examine the collected ratings of Liking, Intensity,

Sweetness, and Bitterness of the taste stimuli used. Figure 11

illustrates the mean values of these ratings in each category. Next,
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FIGURE 11

Mean ratings of the three taste outcomes of Liking, Intensity, Sweetness, and Bitterness. Bars represent standard errors of the mean.

FIGURE 12

The mean interval estimation errors in milliseconds for each of the

four outcomes. Lower estimation errors indicate a greater SoA.

Vertical bars represent the standard error of the means.

we performed a MANOVA with the rating types as the dependent

variable and taste outcome as the independent variable.

Liking:We found a significant effect in Liking [F(2,60) = 262.58,

p < 0.001]. Post-hoc comparisons with Bonferroni corrections

found a significant difference between (Bitter vs. Sweet) and (Bitter

vs. Neutral; p < 0.001) but not (Neutral vs. Sweet; p = 1.0). This

result confirms the innate nature of the tastes where sweet is liked

by the participants, and bitter is an aversive taste.

Intensity: We also found a significant effect in Intensity [F(2,60)
= 40.67, p < 0.001]. Post-hoc comparisons with Bonferroni

corrections found a significant difference between (Neutral vs.

Sweet) and (Neutral vs. Bitter; p < 0.001) but not (Sweet vs.

Bitter; p = 0.18), confirming that the two solutions were well

matched in intensity. Additionally, we compared the ratings of

FIGURE 13

Mean interval estimates at each of the three delays. Error bars show

the standard error of means across participants.

sweetness for Sweet and bitterness for Bitter. Paired t-test found no

significant difference between them [t(20) = −1.5, p = 0.15]. These

results confirm that the used Sweet and Bitter stimuli were equally

intense tastes.

5.4.2. Binding
Pearson correlation test shows that all participants exhibited

a high degree of accuracy in estimating intervals on the practice

trials (r = 0.62, p < 0.001). Figure 12 and Table 2 show the

mean estimation errors for each taste outcome. Lower estimation

errors indicate a higher SoA, and negative estimation errors

indicate intentional binding, hence an SoA. Notably, all outcomes

yielded intentional binding, indicated by the average negative

estimation errors. Repeated measures ANOVA was performed on

the estimation errors of participants across the four outcomes
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TABLE 2 The mean interval estimation errors in milliseconds for each of the four outcomes.

Taste outcome Sweet Bitter Neutral Audio

Mean interval estimation error (in ms) (± SE) −18.92 (± 10.61) −14.68 (± 11.50) −22.22 (± 10.73) −16.18 (± 9.49)

Lower estimation errors indicate a greater SoA. Standard errors of the means in brackets.

(sweet, bitter, neutral, and audio), following Coyle et al.’s work

(Coyle et al., 2012). Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity indicated that

the assumption of sphericity had been violated [χ2
(5)

= 40.41, p

< 001], so Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used. We found

no significant difference between the taste outcomes F(2.79,1047.18)
= 0.09, p = 0.97. Additionally, paired samples T-Test found no

significant difference between males (M = 377.89ms) and females

[M = 356.13ms; t(431) = 1.75, p= 0.08].

Additionally, an Outcome x Delay repeated measures ANOVA

was conducted on participants’ mean interval estimates. Mauchly’s

Test of Sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity had

been violated for delay [χ2
(2)

= 29.26, p < 0.001] and Outcome ∗

Delay interaction [χ2
(20)

= 39.74, p < 0.01]; therefore Greenhouse-

Geisser correction was used. The sphericity assumption was

violated for Outcome [χ2
(5)

= 10.74, p = 0.057]. The main

effect of Outcome was not significant [F(3,372) = 0.078, p =

0.97]. Confirming that participants’ estimates of delays were

generally accurate, the main effect of Delay was highly significant

[F(1.65, 204.67) = 418.28, p < 0.001], with longer estimates at 100ms

(M = 214.40ms, SE= 8.76), but shorter at 400ms (M = 368.70ms,

SE= 9.20) and 700ms (M = 566.80ms, SE= 11.06). The Outcome
∗ Delay interaction was also significant [F(5.46, 677.29) = 3.31, p <

0.005]. Repeated measures ANOVA was carried out at each of the

three delays to examine this interaction (illustrated in Figure 13).

The effect of Outcome was significant at 100ms [F(2.82, 349.17) =

3.74, p < 0.05], with significant differences in pairs of (Audio vs

Sweet, p < 0.05) and (Audio vs. Bitter, p < 0.05) but not in other

pairs. However, we did not find a significant effect at 400 and 700

ms delays.

5.5. Discussion

Our results show that all outcomes (taste or audio) had no

significant difference in yielding SoA. This result demonstrates that

a gustatory interface gives users the feeling of being in control (or

SoA) as much as in a system with a traditional auditory outcome.

Notably, this experiment’s result differs from Experiment 1,

where all three taste outcomes did not yield SoA. A possible reason

is a difference in users’ taste profiles. Experiment 2 had only

participants who weremoderate-sweet likers (like moderate but not

intense sweetness). Evidence for this is in the result of the neutral

outcome (mineral water). With the same setup and procedure

of having mineral water as the system outcome, participants in

Experiment 1 did not feel the SoA (Mean estimation error =

9.99ms). In contrast, they did in Experiment 2 (M =−22.22 ms).

It can be argued that the higher taste concentration contributes

to the change in elicit SoA. In Experiment 1, we used the same

taste concentration as in Vi and Obrist (2018). In that work, sweet

was rated slightly pleasant (M = 1.43 ± 0.62), and bitter was rated

slightly unpleasant (M = −1.29 ± 0.59) on a 7-point Likert scale

from –3: Extremely unpleasant to+3: Extremely pleasant. However,

sweet and bitter intensity in Experiment 2 was rated between

“Strong” and “Very strong” on the General Linear Magnitude Scale

(Green et al., 1993) (as shown in Figure 11).

Similar to Experiment 1, our results show that the difference

between mean estimates and actual delays is biggest at 700ms and

intermediate at 400ms, suggesting that the long delays of taste

outcome in a gustatory interface may have a greater intentional

binding effect.

6. General discussion

Human–computer interaction is defined as a stimulus–

response interplay between humans and technology (Farooq and

Grudin, 2016). Actions are represented by user input commands,

and outcomes are represented by system feedback. This action-

effect causality is essential in our interactions with the technologies

(Cornelio et al., 2022b). In other words, letting users feel in

control of their interaction with the system is crucial in designing

interactive systems and multimodal interfaces (Shneiderman,

1997). A system that gives users the feeling of “that outcome is

because of my action” rather than “the system caused that outcome”

can result in the uptake of such system’s usage as it offers a more

agentive and responsive experience. Previous studies have studied

agency modulation through novel input modalities [e.g., speech

(Limerick et al., 2015), gestural and mid-air haptics (Cornelio

et al., 2017), on-skin interaction (Bergstrom-Lehtovirta et al.,

2018), and smell (Cornelio et al., 2020)]. In this work, we have

introduced taste as an interaction modality and its relationship

with SoA.

Our key finding of this work is the existence of intentional

binding in a taste-outcome interactive system. Furthermore,

Experiment 2 demonstrated that a taste-outcome exhibited asmuch

as intentional binding when the system outcome was auditory.

Similar research in smell, another chemical sense, as an output

modality demonstrates that positive emotions (i.e., pleasantness)

can influence SoA (Cornelio et al., 2020).

Contrasting the two experiments, we show that HCI designers

must consider the user’s taste profile and characteristics of

the used tastes to offer the sense of being in control of the

interaction. We envision a scenario where an interactive task

with a taste outcome can include a “calibration step” to ensure

personalized taste experiences, akin to adjusting the brightness

of a color (screen) or speaker’s volume. This can be as simple

as answering a rating question of a sweet solution’s liking before

users begin using the system. Future gustatory interfaces will

become part of the digital interactive space (Cornelio et al.,

2022b) and are envisioned as a part of the 6th generation

of mobile communication technology (6G) (Banafaa et al.,

2022).
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It can be argued that the exhibited intentional bindings might

be contributed partially or mainly by the haptic sensation on

users’ tongues, evidenced by the no significant difference between

exhibited intentional binding between the three taste outcomes.

It is also supported by previous works, such as Cornelio et al.

(2017), showing that haptic feedback (vibrotactile or mid-air

haptics) on the user’s hand exhibited significantly higher intentional

binding than a traditional visual outcome. However, we did not

observe this in Experiment 1, which delivered the same amount

of liquid for the same duration on the user’s tongue. Here, the

difference between the two studies, which include or exclude

the two extreme groups of sweet likers and dislikers, can be a

possible explanation. To further investigate this, a follow-up study

can investigate the two aspects of a taste outcome concerning

SoA: the perceived taste and the proprioceptive perception of

an aqueous stimulus on the tongue separately and contrast

between sweet liking phenotypes. Another possible direction is

to manipulate the texture of delivered aqueous stimuli (i.e.,

thickness) to create a perception of different food types in

the mouth.

6.1. Application scenarios

It has been argued that a system in a digital world where

users can see, hear, smell, touch, and taste just like they do in the

real world can provide sensory signals to users that facilitate the

agency delegation between humans and systems (Cornelio et al.,

2021). Although in such a digital environment, users’ actions are

usually assisted or influenced (i.e., task assistance or automation)

by the system, multisensory signals can help the users to feel agency

during the interaction with technology, even though they are not

the agent of the action (Banakou and Slater, 2014). Here, our

findings open up opportunities for HCI designers to improve users’

SoA through multisensory signals, combined with other modalities

that have been proven their links to SoA, such as touch (Bergstrom-

Lehtovirta et al., 2018), mid-air haptic (Cornelio et al., 2017),

and smell (Cornelio et al., 2020). For example, our results could

be used to design a better gaming task, such as the taste-based

Minesweeper (Vi et al., 2018) or CandyCrush, which offers users

a fun gaming experience and a sense of responsiveness and being

in control.

In another example, we can imagine that taste and smell

stimuli are used in VR environments to create virtual tasting

experiences that not only improve the immersiveness of the

environment but also improve the user’s feeling of control in the

virtual space. In such a digital environment, different tastes can

be used creatively [i.e., sweet for reward, bitter for punishment,

sour for risk-taking (Vi and Obrist, 2018)] to manipulate SoA,

creating novel multisensory experiences. This can be combined

with manipulating the shape, size, and color of the taste stimuli. For

example, a recent study has shown that a Bouba-shaped (rounded)

taste sample can increase a user’s perceived sweetness compared

to a Kiki-shaped (spiky) one (Cornelio et al., 2022a). There are

many more types of interactive tasks that we hope our results will

inspire, consequently increasing the inclusion of taste as a novel

interaction modality.

6.2. Limitations and future works

The findings of this study are constrained by the use of taste

stimuli. As the TasteBud device was used to the delivered taste,

the results are for stimuli in liquid form, with the abovementioned

concentrations and chemical compounds (i.e., sucrose, quinine,

caffeine powder). Future works can expand beyond this using a

more advanced platform, such as LeviSense (Vi et al., 2020), which

can deliver both liquid and solid foods and stimulate taste in a

pre-defined pattern.

In the present work, we employed the intentional binding

paradigm and the interval estimation task as an implicit measure

of the SoA. However, previous studies have suggested that implicit

and explicit agency processing systems may be separatable (Moore

et al., 2012). Therefore, further research is needed to investigate

the relationship between the explicit judgment of agency and

intentional binding for gustatory interfaces.

Similarly, we collected quantitative data from two populations

in two experiments: Experiment 1 had females as participants only,

whereas experiment had males and females. Previous works have

shown that genders may affect SoA using different methods (Jones

et al., 2008; Hurault et al., 2020). However, it is notable that there

is still a debate about the differences between methods to measure

SoA. Furthermore, our work investigates, for the first time, the SoA

of a system with taste as an outcome, which may not be the same as

the traditional output. In addition, our Experiment 2 results suggest

that there was no significant difference between genders.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we demonstrated for the first that taste, as a

system outcome, elicits the user’s Sense of Agency (SoA). We also

illustrated the importance of considering the user’s taste profile

in designing interactive applications. SoA was not found when

such taste profile screening was not considered. However, taste

outcomes yield as much SoA as the traditional output (i.e., audio)

in medium sweet likers, the largest group of users (∼50% of the

population), considering their hedonic liking toward sweet taste.

Our findings contribute to the growing research around designing

gustatory interfaces. We also provide valuable insights to designers

when designing gustatory interfaces that support a sense of being in

control. One can imagine how taste in a future meta-verse era could

be relevant, especially in light of the Sense of Agency.
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